Amazing Facts

Fear from within!

It is written...

The Bible speaks

...Freedom!...
"Those who travel in the narrow Way are talking of the HAPPINESS they will have at the END of the Journey... They do not DRESS like the Company in the Broad Road, nor Talk like them, nor Act like them...

"In the broad Road all are occupied with their persons, their DRESS, and the PLEASURES in the Way... in Mirth + Revelry, and THINK NOT of their journey's END, of the certain RUIN at the Termination of the Path...

"When Christ shall come, will he accept a people who are CONFORMED to the World? Will he acknowledge them as his people...? No, NEVER." RH Al:344,345,123.

MARAUDERS, PLUNDERERS, RAIDERS, THE UNCLEAN CAGE:

"Who ever heard of a Dove rending the Heart of a Robin, or of a Lamb sucking the Blood of a Kid? This is the work of Hawks + Tigers...

"Envy + jealousy loose the Blood-hounds of Suspicion, and minds that love the Sport join in HUNTING DOWN the fair fame of Christ's Ambassadors. An unjust insinuation is started, a conjecture is set afloat; and it gathers strength as it passes from one to another of those who DESIRE it to be True...

"These EVIL REPORTS are received with GREAT SATISFACTION by some who have been REPROVED for heinous SINS or grave DEFECTS of Character. They SMARTED under the REPROOF, and yet did not REFORM. Now their Consciences are EASED; they "learn" that the REPROVER CANNOT BE TRUSTED; somebody has circulated a DAMAGING REPORT; somebody has brought an ACCUSATION. They leave the distasteful work of CARING for their own Souls and REPENTING of their own Sins, and climb upon the Judgment Seat to CONDEMN another...

"... to arouse distrust + suspicion of Sister White. These attacks have been repeated HUNDREDS OF TIMES during the past 40 years; but my Labors have not ceased; the Voice of Warning, Reproof, and Encouragement HAS NOT BEEN SILENCED." RH Al:361. Aug.28,1883.

"In the Hour of greatest Peril... Boldly will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the union of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. "A Message that will NOT BE SILENCED." (Same.)
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AMAZING FACTS

FEAR FROM WITHIN:

Amazing Fact ==

"WE HAVE FAR MORE TO FEAR FROM WITHIN THAN FROM WITHOUT---

"THE HINDRANCES TO STRENGTH AND SUCCESS ARE FAR GREATER FROM THE CHURCH ITSELF THAN FROM THE WORLD."

RH A2:121. March 22, 1887.

"The Devil must be overcome."

"We must enter upon the work INDIVIDUALLY." [Same.]

FREEDOM

"ONE MEMBER working in right lines will lead other MEMBERS to UNITE WITH HIM in making intercession for the revelation of the Holy Spirit." Vol.8:251.

"The Lord will CO-OPERATE with His servants." [Same.]

"BOLDLY WILL MEN OF GOD'S APPOINTMENT DENOUNCE the Union of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187.

"THE WORLD must not be introduced into THE CHURCH, forming a bond of UNITY. Through this means THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT, and as stated in Revelation, "A CAGE OF EVERY UNCLEAN + HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265.

"OUR DANGER does not arise from the opposition of THE WORLD, but it is found in the liability of our being in FRIENDSHIP with THE WORLD, and IMITATING the example of those who love not God or his Truth." RH A3:227. Feb.5,1895.

YOU WOULD SEE -

"If the curtain could be rolled back, YOU WOULD SEE souls perishing in their sins, and THE CHURCH idle, indolent, unsympathetic, absorbed in selfish interests, and CARING NOT whether souls are saved or lost, SO LONG AS THEY THEMSELVES can have an easy time, and be SECURE in the hope of Salvation. BUT NO ONE WILL EVER ENTER HEAVEN who is not a laborer together with God.
AROUSE!

"If you had any appreciation of the Salvation brought to you at infinite cost, YOU WOULD AROUSE... you would lift up your voice like a trumpet, and show "my people their transgression, and the house of Ja-cob their sins." You would cry aloud, and spare not." RH A3:231. Feb.19,1895.

"THE WORLD is the chief ENEMY of religion... it is the object of Satan to bring THE CHURCH and THE WORLD into such close fellowship that their aims, their spirit, their principles, shall harmonize, and that it will be impossible to distinguish between him who professes to serve God and him who serveth him not. The enemy works continually to push THE WORLD to the front... it was THE WORLD that crucified the Lord of life + glory. Jesus was put to death to grat-ify the malice of the Jews, who were filled with the spirit + principles of THE WORLD...

THEY HATED HIM BECAUSE HE CONDEMNEΔ=


ORGANIZATIONS, INSTITUTIONS + GUILE=

"Organizations, institutions, unless kept by the power of God, will work under Satan's dictation to bring men under the control of men; and FRAUD AND GUILE will bear the semblance of zeal for truth and for the advancement of the kingdom of God. Whatever in our practice is not as open as day, belongs to the methods of the prince of evil. His methods are prac-ticed even among Seventh-day Adventists... We are warned not to trust in man. A CURSE IS PRONOUNCED upon all who do this." TM 366-7. 1895.

"THE WORLD is not a friend to Truth."RH A3:234.

LOVE NOT=

"LOVE NOT THE WORLD,... If any man love THE WORLD, the love of the Father is not in him." 1 John 2:15.

"I pray not for THE WORLD." John 17:9.

"Whosoever therefore will be a friend of THE WORLD is the enemy of God." James 4:4.

"We cannot prepare the way by gaining the FRIENDSHIP of THE WORLD, which is ENMITY with God."RH A2:121.
In carrying this thought further, that we are not to love THE WORLD, for that would mean to be at Enmity with God -

**WE ARE STRANGERS HERE =**
"I am a STRANGER in the earth: hide not thy commandments from me." Ps.119:19. "These all died in faith... and confessed that they were STRANGERS + pilgrims on the earth." Heb.11:13. 1 Peter 2:11.

**IF WE LIVE CLOSE TO GOD =**
"Blessed are ye, when men shall HATE you, and when they shall SEPARATE you from their company, and shall reproach you, and cast out your name as evil, for the Son of man's sake. REJOICE ye in that day, and leap for joy: for behold, your reward is great in Heaven: for in the like manner did their fathers unto the PROPHETS." Luke 6:22-3.

**BUT WOE UNTO YOU =**
"Woe unto you, when all men speak well of you! for so did their fathers to the FALSE PROPHETS." Luke 6:26.
"They are of THE WORLD: therefore speak they of THE WORLD, and THE WORLD heareth them." 1 John 4:5.

---

It will be very hard for a Seventh-day Adventist to believe or understand the above. For his Leaders have led him into the "Public Relations" and "Psychology" Trap, to look eagerly for the World's acclaim + honor. Watch them at Camp Meeting as some Preacher from Windy City regales them with some Yarn about some Big Government Official or Catholic Archbishop said something GOOD about the Adventist Church + Drugging Programme, see the Adventist people with the smug Look of great satisfaction, verily believing that is the Will of God, and the workings of the Holy Spirit! POPULARITY is the eager desire of the Multitudes, which they serve.

Hence - the MAXWELL Book = "Man the World needs Most", the EMSR Book = "One World", the E.E.CLEVELAND Book = "No Stranger Now" -

AND THE so-called, self-styled: "AWAKENING" going over to the SAME LINE. God loves all men everywhere + as long as life shall last! So with that they go into the Teaching of UNIVERSALISM - NO PLAGUES - SALVATION FOR ALL!
FORSAKING THE TRUTH OF GOD: MASS-APOSTASY. DO YOU GO ALONG WITH THIS? IF YOU ACCUSE THEM - ARE YOU ACCUSING ANY "BRETHREN?"


(Under the Headline of:) "DISTINCTIVE BELIEFS OF ADVENTISTS" = "Most are beliefs COMMON to MOST Christian groups." R&H. May 23,1968. FDY. p.11.

HARLOTS are: "Non-critical" - they allow ANY-THING! Here is the Vol.8:250 Voice of the Laodicean Harlot:

"When we present Bible prophecies to an audience, especially when the Catholic Church is involved, we should announce at the very beginning that we are NOT CRITICIZING Catholics or any other denomination..." ["Tis a Fool!"] R&H. Oct.27,1966. Al Cossetta.p.13.
["Letters from Readers."]

(Under the Headline of:) "RESPECT for Leaders, Law, and Order" = "Trouble-makers... There is nothing more pitiful in our ranks than... murmuring, complaining, and finding fault with our Leaders... may be strict Vegetarians, but they are CANNIBALS... especially if the flesh of our LEADERS... How can we prepare a character fit for the kingdom as long as we are in a CRITICAL frame of mind?... God alone is the judge." R&H. Oct.27,1966. Anna F.O'Brien.p.10.
[Can you beat that?]

WAS MOSES A CANNIBAL AS HE SMASHED THE TABLES OF STONE OR CRITICIZED AARON'S GOLDEN CALF? OR DID HE JUDGE WITH RIGHTEOUS JUDGMENT?

AS HE TOOK OFF 3,000 HEADS - PP 324.

BEFORE HE PRAYED! "How readest thou?"

"A RELIGION THAT PERMITS MEN, while observing the rites of worship, to devote themselves to selfish or sensual gratification, IS AS PLEASING to the MULTITUDES now as in the Days of Israel. And there are still pliant Aarons, who, while HOLDING POSITIONS OF AUTHORITY in the Church, will yield to the desires of the unconsecrated, and thus ENCOURAGE them IN SIN." PP 317.
[Your Preacher would NEVER quote this - would he? Lest he "Accuse" some mythical "Brethren!"]
THE FEATURED ARTICLE IN THE R&H - BY ANNA F. O'BRIEN - called for "RESPECT" for Leaders.
AS DID KD+A. What does the Bible say?

RESPECT NOT! "Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and RESPECTETH NOT the proud, nor such as turn aside to LIES." Ps. 40:4.

"Rehoboam king of Judah... made two Calves of Gold... "behold thy gods, O Israel... and made PRIESTS of the LOWEST of the people, which were not of the Sons of Levi." The Levites generally REFUSED to serve... [and Today many of us have REFUSED to serve, and they have taken the LOWEST of the people to be Priests unto them! Who look down their Noses at us! Because we would not do - what they are called upon to do = Teaching "IN COMMON" with Billy Graham Babylon! "And now, O ye PRIESTS, this commandment is for you... I will CURSE your Blessings: yea, I have CURSED them already." Malachi 1:1,2. "But ye say, Wherein have we ROBBED thee? [The Den of Thieves!] In Tithes + Offerings. Ye are CURSED with a CURSE: for ye have ROBBED me, even this whole Nation."[Denomi-Nation.] Malachi 3:8,9."Bring ye all the Tithes into the STOREHOUSE." Malachi 3:10.]

"A CALL TO REFORM" = ["But the HEART of the Work, the great center, has been ENFEEBLED by the MISMANAGEMENT of MEN who have not kept pace with their Leader. Satan has diverted their money and their capabilities into WRONG CHANNELS... The whole body is SICK because of MISMANAGEMENT... the keepers of Light... have lost their Bearings... those at the Heart of the Work." TM 397.]

["Oh, if I could have the joyful news that the will and minds of those in Battle Creek who have stood professedly as LEADERS, were emancipated from the teachings + SLAVERY of Satan, whose CAPTIVES they have been for so long, I would be willing to cross the broad Pacific to see your faces once more. But I am not anxious to see you with enfeebled perceptions and clouded minds because YOU have chosen DARKNESS rather than LIGHT." TM396. 1896.]

["There are occupations in which it is impossible to work reform; for they are thoroughly BAD, and all that can be said to those persons who PERSIST in engaging in them is, "Depart ye, ye THIEVES."... A multitude of sins have been covered under the profession of MEDICINE... Many things that are thought LAWFUL in this profession
are UNLAWFUL, and need the small Cords in the hand of Christ that they may be DRIVEN OUT... I was shown that as a general thing the MEDICAL PROFESSION as a body has become a DEN OF THIEVES... all He can do is drive them from His courts.... This work has been carried on at Battle Creek. The publishing office was turned from its original design... COUNCILS were formed; SCHEMES were entered into... the LIGHT of God was fast departing from ALL who engaged in this CONFEDERACY." Magen + Spaulding p.82,138. 1897-8.]

["The LEADERS of the regular lines, they must have an entire CHANGE, an entire NEW ORGANIZATION... He wants every living power to AROUSE... we are just about the same as DEAD men. And it is Time that we should ARISE and SHINE... and until this shall come we might as well close up the Conference today as any other day... GOD CALLS FOR A CHANGE... HERE ARE OUR ENEMIES. HERE ARE THOSE SATANIC AGENCIES... God wants us to AROUSE."
[Remember this when you read the 10 Virgin Parable. In this Hour of Midnight Darkness - God wants us to AROUSE lest we Sleep the Sleep of Death!] Magen + Spaulding 163-4. 1900.]

LUKEWARM UNFEELING NON-COMMITTAL ADVENTISTS:
"Half-hearted Christians are WORSE than Infidels; for their deceptive words and non-committal positions may lead many astray. The INFIDEL shows his Colors. The LUKEWARM Christian deceives both parties. He is neither a good Worldling nor a good Christian. SATAN USES HIM to do a work that no one else can do." [Same 260.]

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE PRESIDENT:
"Placed on the Throne by the 10 Tribes who had rebelled against the House of David, JEROBOAM... made Priests of the LOWEST of the people... the dedication of a strange altar, RESPECT for which would have led to DISRESPECT for the worship of Jehovah... The MESSANGERS of the Lord are never to fear the face of man." "But are to stand UNFLINCHINGLY for the Truth." RH A6:341-2. July 17,1913.

RESPECT FOR THE SWINE ON THE ADVENTIST ALTAR:
The denial of the Third Angel's Message = "As they by Faith enter the Most Holy, they find Jesus." EW 255.

GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION = Leslie Hardinge, offers the Brinsmead "AWAKENING" Swine on the Adventist Altar.
To Swine it makes no Difference. They do not Criticize, they go along with ANYTHING. "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" - is now found in the "OUTER COURT" with BRINSMEAD - WRIGHT - HUDSON + AWAKENING COMPANY - and now accepted without "CRITICIZING" and without "FAULT-FINDING" and without "CONDEMNING" or "ACCUSING" or anything =

THE SWINE ON THE ADVENTIST ALTAR - General Conference Session - R&H, June 19, 1970. p.9,10. Leslie Hardinge offers the "OUTER COURT" and "FIRST APARTMENT" and as for the "MOST HOLY PLACE" - that will come with BRINSMEAD's and WRIGHT's "JUDGMENT HOUR" - ！！！！！[If at all.]

If you care for "MS" - [Mo' ob de Same.] - you could send for his "Dove of Gold" from BBH in which he deals more with: "... finding spiritual MEANING even in the MINUITAE of the SYMBOLS employed by inspiration."[I am NOT going to read the Book even if some one SENDS it to me - but no doubt this will be something like Houteff's "BEANS" - ! The Houteff + Andreasen story. I do not care about finding out the meaning of "BEANS!"]


UNDER "SNARES OF SATAN" -
"... one of Satan's most successful deceptions. He knows that the Truth, received in the Love of it, SANCTIFIES the soul of the receiver; therefore he is constantly seeking to substitute false theories, fables, another gospel. FROM THE BEGINNING, the Servants of God have CONTENDED against False Teachers... WITH THE CUNNING OF THE SERPENT, they entrench themselves behind disconnected utterances construed to suit their CARNAL DESIRES. Thus do many WILLFULLY PERVERT the Word of God. OTHERS, who have an active IMAGINATION, seize upon the figures + symbols of Holy Writ, interpret to suit their Fancy, with little regard to the Testimony of Scripture... and then present their VAGARIES as the Teachings of God's Word... UNLESS THE WHOLE BIBLE [and the whole Testimonies] is given to the people JUST AS IT READS, it would be BETTER for them NOT TO HAVE IT AT ALL." 1884 SOP 4:343-4. GC 521. [Thus many seek only to discover something "ODD or ORIGINAL" GC 520, and "PLEASING TO MAN" and the Holy Spirit leaves them! EW 116. "...LEFT to the buffetings of Satan."[Same.]
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SINCE THE "NO CONDEMNING" SYNDROME HAS GONE
SO FAR + SO LOW THAT THEY ARE EVEN "DUMB DOGS
THAT REFUSE TO BARK" AT BABYLON - HERE IS
YOUR NEW RELIGION FROM THE "NEW ORGANIZATION"
SHOWN IN SM 1:204-5 THAT WE ARE NOT TO "JOIN"
BUT TO "MEET IT!" - LIKE A SHIP MEETING AN

"...two Roman Catholic leaders declared that the neo-
Pentecostal movement [often called the Charismatic Re-
newal] is promoting UNITY among Christians, helping to
bring the "best of each tradition" to one another... the
group was told that the Catholics have furnished
the "depth, breadth, and sanity" that have saved the
neo-Pentecostal movement...

"Archbishop Ramsey of Canterbury, spoke enthusiasti-
cally of the phenomenal growth of the neo-Pentecostal
movement and how it is cutting across denominational
barriers. He said that the movement is an encouraging
sign for the future of Christian UNITY... "bridge the
gap that separates them"

"Let it be said clearly: The Seventh-day Adventist
Church LONGS FOR THE UNITY of ALL men everywhere."
[Do you say "AMEN!" to that?]

THEY GO SO FAR THAT =
R&H. Oct.4,1973. Featured on Front Page = BILLY BABY-
LON GRAHAM, Hell-believer, Sunday-keeper, with Pork
in his Belly - the FIRST thing for "READINGS FOR THE
WEEK OF PRAYER" - D.A.Delahfield =

"We are living in harvest time," wrote Billy Graham...

So important that Adventists around the World must be
alerted to follow Barabbas because in this TARE-GATHER-
ING TIME = Brother Billy says: "We'd better take ad-
vantage of it NOW - with everything we have!" p.3.

And so Neal C.Wilson enlists the cursed "REFORMERS"
together with R.D.BRINSMEAD: "Would we accept them,

SO FOR THE GREATER GOOD OF UNITY - THEY SHOT
DOWN THE ANGEL OF REVELATION 18 AND HIS "SEP-
ARATION" DOCTRINE WHICH ANYONE KNOWS IS NOW
OUTDATED - OUTMODED - and UNWANTED!
"It is not love for SOME men but for ALL men that receives the approbation of Heaven. [Or the Harlot?] Divine love embraces the WHOLE human family. This we must PREACH!" SDA MINISTRY. June, 1964. RAA Editorial. ['Tis a Fool! p.3.]

DO WORKS COUNT? WHERE RDB FOUND HIS DOCTRINE = "Do works count? That we are "saved by grace through faith" is a truth held IN COMMON by all Christians. THAT OBEDIENCE TO THE LAW is not a condition thereof may have escaped some... [Move over - FTW!] The CHARAC- TER of Christ is IMPLANTED in the soul... One to whom this has happened is SAVED [Emphasis his] as of that MOMENT, without the works of the LAW, with FAITH in the merits of Christ as the ONLY condition. [Well, then, surely EVERYONE will be Saved - for who DOUBTS THAT?]

"Obedience to God is NOT A CONDITION of Salvation...
[Well, Sir - if you can Preach like that, you can offer yourself for the Office of "Associate Secretary" for the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE, to instruct Seventh-day Adventist ministers, and get the Job! What is more, they will back you with the greater part of ONE MILLION $ to put on a Theological Clowning Act down "Port-a-Prince" and "Haiti" way, and then be appointed to run the "GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH" - "KEY'73-'74".

Sounds like BILLY GRAHAM!
Sounds like ORAL ROBERTS!
Sounds like R.D.BRINSMEAD!
Sounds like the DEVIL IN HEAVEN!


WITH THAT KIND OF DOCTRINE - THAT TOOK 1/3rd. OF THE ANGELS FROM AROUND THE THRONE OF GOD - SURELY THE BLACK + WHITE TRASH OF ADVENTISM CAN TRY TO DO THE SAME IN KEY "73" - "74" -

"Then let the becalming robes of formalism be cast aside, and with it our contentment with steady growth. Let us anticipate and precipitate an evangelistic explosion that will be heard around the World." EEC. April, 1966.

DEVIL DOCTRINE #1 - Cannot keep the Law!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #2 - So why Try?
DEVIL DOCTRINE #3 - Christ does it all!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #4 - Character is put on from the OUTSIDE!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #5 - Character is "given" as a "Gift!"
DEVIL DOCTRINE #6 - Character is given when Christ-Messiah comes!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #7 - Christ sets up His "KINGDOM" when He comes!

All the above "DEVIL DOCTRINES" are now being taught by the Seventh-day Adventist Church and the "AWAKENING" - hand-in-hand - "IN COMMON" with Babylon! Believe it or not.

THE WORST OF ALL -
The Worst of all, I am sorry to say, comes from this Canadian Province of British Columbia.

"...Righteousness by works - a means whereby it is possible for unfallen [he must mean "Fallen"] beings to "form a righteous CHARACTER." (Good in itself, but an IMPOSSIBLE method for fallen beings.) [This remark his.] ... Ellen G. White, while inspired, sometimes used words or terms that could be taken in two ways. For example, most of the time she referred to our sinful propensities as something that must be fully SUBDUED, ... However, in the true sense of the word a Christian is a sinner, too, because he is a fallen being AND WILL REMAIN SO until Christ comes...

[Here we come - Billy Graham and Satan the Devil!]
"We shall all be CHANGED" means MORE than a CHANGE of our physical bodies; it will be an ERADICATION of our subdued but still sinful NATURE...
[The position now adopted by both Segments of the self-styled "AWAKENING."]

"...we cannot become sinless beings in this life... let us not confuse the issues by:... teaching the NECESSITY of becoming SINLESS people while in this present World... It may be right to think of a fallen being as a SINLESS person when, or if, he should CEASE to sin, but it only adds CONFUSION... This gives Satan a field day with semantics. Let us do all we can to eliminate CONFUSION. [By telling them to go and SIN SOME MORE!]
AND NOW WE REPLY TO ALL THIS WITH JUST ONE
REFERENCE FROM THE TESTIMONIES - THERE ARE
200 MORE - !! ! ! THE TRUTH OF GOD, FOR ONCE AND
FOR ALL ! ! ! !

"And this I say, lest any man should BEGUILE you with
enticing words... BEWARE lest any man SPOIL you thru
PHILOSOPHY + VAIN DECEIT, after the TRADITIONS of
men, after the rudiments of THE WORLD, and not after
Christ...

"Christ had foretold that DECEIVERS would arise, thru
whose INFLUENCE "iniquity" should "abound," and the
"love of many" should "wax cold." He had warned the
disciples that THE CHURCH would be in MORE danger
from this evil than from the persecution of her enemies.
AGAIN + AGAIN Paul warned the believers against these
FALSE TEACHERS. This peril, ABOVE ALL OTHERS, they
must guard against; for by receiving FALSE TEACHERS,
they would open the Door to ERRORS by which the enemy
would dim the spiritual perceptions... All that was not
in harmony with His teachings they were to REJECT...

"THE WARNINGS OF THE WORD OF GOD regarding the
perils surrounding the Christian church BELONG TO
US TODAY. As in the days of the apostles men tried
by TRADITION + PHILOSOPHY to destroy faith in the Scrip-
tures, so to-day, by the PLEASING sentiments of "higher
criticism," evolution, spiritualism, theosophy, and
PANTHEISM, [That goes from the "ALPHA" to the "OMEGA"
of Apostasy in Adventist Ranks and is rife Today! See
how many Times you can find "LIVING TEMPLE" in the
writings of RDB-FTW! Who go by Jones + Waggoner who
BOTH of them signed over their names to "LIVING TEMPLE"
in 1903 - see FROOM Book p.524 - "Movement of Destiny"
(BBH - $5.00 paper) and stayed with it until the day
that they died. See OLSON Book p.302-320 - "Through
Crisis to Victory" (The "OMEGA" of Apostasy is a "VIC-
TORY?" BBH - $5.00)

"THE WARNINGS... BELO\\Y TO US TODAY... the PLEASING
sentiments of... PANTHEISM... multitudes are taught to
believe that DESIRE is the highest LAW, that LICENSE is
LIBERTY, and that man is accountable only to himself.

"The follower of Christ will meet with the "enticing
words" against which the apostle WARNED... He will meet
with SPIRITUALISTIC INTERPRETATIONS of the Scriptures,
but he is not to accept them. HIS VOICE IS TO BE HEARD in clear affirmation of the eternal Truths of the Scriptures... DISCARDING ALL IDEAS that are not in harmony with His teaching...

CHARACTER GIVEN WHEN CHRIST COMES?
"The KNOWLEDGE of God...["ADD to your Faith... KNOWLEDGE!"] the KNOWLEDGE that all who are saved must have. This is the KNOWLEDGE that works TRANSFORMATION OF CHARACTER. Received into the Life, it will re-create the Soul in the image of Christ. THIS IS THE KNOWLEDGE that God invites His children to receive, besides which all else is VANITY + NOTHINGNESS.

"In every generation and in every land the true FOUNDATION [Remember that Word: "FOUNDATION" - Faith must have a "FOUNDATION" lest we build on the Sand of men's Conjectures, and here is the "FOUNDATION."]

**FOUNDATION** =
"... the true FOUNDATION for CHARACTER-BUILDING has been the same, - the PRINCIPLES contained in the Word of God. The only safe and sure rule is to DO what God says. "The Statutes of the Lord are right," and "he that DOETH these things shall never be moved." It was with the Word of God that the apostles met the FALSE THEORIES of their day, saying, "Other FOUNDATION can no man lay than that is laid."..."

**HE WHO HAS DETERMINED** =
"He who has determined to enter the spiritual kingdom will find that all the powers and passions of unregenerate NATURE, backed by the forces of the kingdom of Darkness, are arrayed against him. [Here is where the self-confessed "AWAKENING" has left the beaten Track, they give us the Fairy-Tale Myth, as does MAXWELL, and all other Apostates from the Third Angel's Message - that if you ABACADABBRA the right Words - it will be "NATURAL" and "EASY" to live the Victorious Life - far, far, from it! This is when the Powers of Demons really go to Work, as in "PILGRIM'S PROGRESS."Unless we KNOW this and are Armed + Ready - we will be Overwhelmed.]

"... the forces of the kingdom of Darkness, are arrayed against him. EACH DAY he must RENEW his Consecration, EACH DAY do BATTLE with Evil. OLD HABITS, hereditary tendencies... will STRIVE for the Mastery, and AGAINST these he is to be ever ON GUARD, STRIVING in Christ's
strength for VICTORY. "Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth," Paul wrote... "in the which ye have walked sometime, when ye lived in them. But now ye also PUT OFF all these... And let the Peace of God rule in your Hearts...

**STEPS TO CHRIST**

"In his EFFORTS to reach God's ideal for him, the Christian is to despair of NOTHING. Moral + spiritual PERFECTION, through the GRACE + POWER of Christ, is promised to ALL. [The "Grace" Schools of Babylon do not have "FAITH ALONE" to believe THAT! They deny that POWER.]

"In our behalf He sets in operation the all-powerful agencies of Heaven. At EVERY STEP we touch His living POWER... human beings, purified + sanctified." AA 473-478. 1911.

ANYONE WHO KNOWS ANYTHING ABOUT THE TEACHINGS OF THE SPURGEONS AND THE BILLY GRAHAM'S OF BABYLON - now brought in through Trojan-Horse tactics into the Ranks of the professed Church, through those who Boast of their Yard-long List of BABYLONISH DEGREES IN THE BABYLONISH SEMINARIES - such as HEPPENSTALL WHO IS NOW LEADING BRINSMEAD AROUND BY THE NOSE -

Anyone who knows anything about the Teachings of the Popular "GRACE" Schools of Babylon = "GRACE" is the Protestant "ABSOLUTION" from Sin - do not TRY to keep the LAW - go and Sin some more!

WHILE THE TRUTH OF GOD'S "GRACE" IS THE PROMISE OF HIS Power to Help us and Aid us and Lift us to the Realm of SANCTIFICATION, the Work of a Lifetime in which we do and can and must OVERCOME self and the Devil! We can keep the Law, by Beholding we become CHANGED to His Image, we do not deny this POWER and this GRACE!

WHAT IS BABYLON'S VERSION OF "GRACE??"

It is the "LOVE" of God that DENIES His LAW - you cannot keep it anyway, so God loves you AS A SINNER, and this "UNDERSTANDING" leads you to "LOVE" the SIN as well as the SINNER - also! Just like "GOD!" This is the 1972-3 Teaching of SDA HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD. It is the Devil come Home to Roost in the Adventist Pulpit as Predicted in TM 409.
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WHAT IS THE TESTIMONY VERSION OF "GRACE"?
Of course, this will be most Difficult, if not Impos-
sible for the Adventist to comprehend after listening
to that Preacher of his - who would NEVER give this
Interpretation:

GRACE GIVES ENMITY - OR WE ARE LOST!
"It is the GRACE that Christ implants in the Soul which
creates in man ENMITY against Satan. Without this con-
verting GRACE and renewing POWER, man would continue
the CAPTIVE of Satan, a servant ever ready to do his
bidding. But the NEW PRINCIPLE in the Soul creates CON-
FLICT where hitherto had been PEACE. The POWER which
Christ IMPARTS, enables man to RESIST the Tyrant and
Usurper. Whoever is seen to ABHOR sin instead of LOVING
it, whoever RESISTS and CONQUERS those PASSIONS that
have held sway WITHIN, displays the operation of a PRIN-
CIPLE wholly from ABOVE." GC 506.

"Why are the Soldiers of Christ so SLEEPY + INDIFFERENT?
- Because they do not realize their peril. There is but
little ENMITY against Satan and his works, because there
is so great IGNORANCE concerning his POWER + MALICE...
MULTITUDES are deluded here...

"In the unregenerate heart there is LOVE of sin, and a
disposition to CHERISH and EXCUSE it. In the renewed
heart there is HATRED of sin, and DETERMINED RESISTANCE
AGAINST IT. When Christians CHOOSE the society of the
ungodly and unbelieving, they EXPOSE themselves to TEMP-
RATION. Satan conceals himself from view, and stealth-
ily draws his BANDAGE across their eyes. They cannot
SEE that such company is calculated to do them HARM,
and while all the time assimilating to the World in
CHARACTER, WORDS, AND ACTIONS, they are becoming more
and more BLINDED... He who CHOOSES to associate with
the servants of Satan soon ceases to fear their master...
The opinion prevails with many that all which appears
like COURTESY or REFINEMENT must, in some sense, per-
tain to Christ. NEVER WAS THERE A GREATER MISTAKE."
1884 SOP 4:327-8.

WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF CHRIST? ARE YOU SUPPORTING IT?
"All who are ACTIVELY engaged in the CAUSE OF GOD, seek-
ing to UNVEIL the DECEPTIONS of the Evil-one..." 330.
WHAT IS LOVE - ???

We do need a new definition of the Word. To THE WORLD it means for a fallen Woman to get on the Stage and Cry and Sing and Dream and Dress or Undress - to attract "ALL MEN EVERYWHERE." That is "LOVE!" Like a Magazine: "EVERYBODY'S."

Does that Formula work? Did they find Love? Then why do the Figures show that 1/2 of that Sort end it all with SUICIDE - ??? Did they find FULFILLMENT in breaking the LAW of God and Teaching others so - ???

Or does the Adventist "LOVE" his neighbor as himself when he gives his Tithe to the Merchants of Babylon to use to buy Shots and Drugs which he himself WOULD NOT TAKE OVER HIS DEAD BODY!

And we wasted many Years admiring that Laodicean Shyster and Hypocrite who is WORSE than the DUMB Member, for he avows - that he knows better and tells you - smuggly and in Private - that he does not take Drugs!

But he will give his neighbor to DRINK from the Witche's Cauldron, the Jew + Catholic Brew. He will work all Week so he can "keep-the-Sabbth-more-fully" by pumping decomposed + diseased Monkey-Testicles-or-Kidneys into your or my Children to "SAVE" them! Or mayhap he will buy a Bottle of some old Pregnant Mare-Urine that some old Adventist Dowager will FLEE from this "LANGUAGE" to "CHANGE-HER-LIFE" with the old MARE-PEE called "HORMONE."

Yes, Sir! The WIZARDY must go on! And they will get Red in the Eyes and as Mad as the Devil - if you tell them straight off what they are taking - for they do not want to Know! And the HALF - has never been told!

In the Medical Journal, meant for: "DOCTOR'S ONLY!" - and now locked up in many Libraries in separate Rooms so only the Licensed Junto can enter the Cave of Ekron, as the DRUG HOUSES expose each other by saying their POISON-MIX or "THALIDOMIDE" will do LESS HARM than the other one's MIX or "DAM-IT-ALL" Brew + Ferment of Hell! As they BRAG that they are becoming more Faithful to their DOUBLE-CROSS SNAKE-INSIGNIA all the Time as they now employ COBRA-VENUM for "MEDICINE!" And that Adventist Preacher will get up there and tell you that we do not use the "POISONS" that were employed in the Days of Sr. White! TRUE ENOUGH! I see nothing about COBRA-VENUM!
WHAT A GENERATION OF VIPERS THIS TURNED OUT TO BE!
The Testimonies warned against them, in the Name of
God, in "LOVE" to Warn the World. But the Sooth-
Sayers have taken over the Church, and are Guiding
its Destiny - straight to Hell!

TO HELL - !!!
"Woe unto thee, Chorazin!..." Of those who BOAST of
their Light, and yet fail to walk in it, Christ
says, "But I say unto you, It shall be more toler-
able for Tyre and Sidon at the day of Judgment,
than for you. And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day
Adventists, who have had great Light.EGW), which
art exalted unto Heaven (in point of privilege.EGW)
shall be brought down-to-HELL!... "Hear now this,
0 foolish people, and without understanding... Pray
not for this people... for I will not hear thee" -
"Therefore the Showers have been withheld, and
there hath been NO LATTER RAIN." R&H. Aug.1,1893.

"There are fearful WOES for those who Preach the
Truth, but are not Sanctified by it, and also for
those who consent to receive and maintain the un-
sanctified to Minister to them in Word + Doctrine."
1T 261-2. TM 294. 3T 452. 2T 552. TM 409. DA 489.

"Every warning, reproof, and entreaty in the Word
of God or through His messengers is a KNOCK at the
doors of the heart. It is the Voice of Jesus asking
for entrance. With every KNOCK unheeded, the dis-
position to OPEN becomes WEAKER. The IMPRESSIONS
of the Holy Spirit, if disregarded today, will not
be as strong to-morrow. The heart becomes less im-
pressible, and lapses into a perilous UNCONSCIOUS-
NESS of the shortness of Life, and of the great Et-
ernity beyond. OUR CONDEMNATION in the Judgment
will not result from the fact that we have been in
Error, but from the fact that we have neglected
Heaven-sent OPPORTUNITIES for LEARNING what is
TRUTH." DA 490.

"MURDER - INCORPORATED." SDA - THE BLACK HAND GANG.
"I was shown that more DEATHS have been CAUSED by
Drug-taking than from all-other-causes-COMBINED."
SG 3+4 (Center) 133. 1864.

"This is MURDER, actual MURDER." MM 139. 1887.
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CRUCIFYING CHRIST AFRESH - !!!

Remember - this was not her "OPINION" or her "IMPUGNING" or her "JUDGING" or her "CRITICIZING" or her "CONDEMNING" or her "FINDING FAULT" - it was all that and more - but-she-did-not-do-it!

YOU REMEMBER THIS LEST YE COMMIT THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST - !!! LEST YE BE FOUND TO CONDEMN GOD - !!!

I told you plainly: "I was shown...."

And if you do not believe what I was: "Shown" - you are NOT an Adventist! You are a Fake, an Imposter, a Has-been, a Relic, and any other "NAME" that anyone cares to call you - it would Fit like a Glove! Why stand there and ASSUME the Name of: "ADVENTIST?" Why not be as Honest at least as Judas? as Canright? as Ballanger? why don't you lying Adventist GO OUT! Among your own Kind? The Poison-mixing Monks of the Dark Ages, who are the Teachers in your Medical Schools! Along with apostate Jews! For at least 75% of them were your Teachers in your "SDA" Colleges for many, many Years - these are the "brethren" we are not to "Accuse?"

THEN WHAT IS THE MEANING OF ACCUSING US - ???

"Many professing Christians have become the agents of Satan, who uses them to CRITICIZE and to DISCOURAGE nigh unto death those whom God has appointed to do a most important work... Many of these RECKLESS TALKERS do not know what they are doing...

"'Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of these My brethren, ye have done it unto Me.' Matt.25:40... It is time that the VAIN TALKERS reformed... This is MURDER, actual MURDER... GUILTY of MURDER." MM 138-9. 1887.

"There are more who Die from the use of Drugs, than ALL who would have Died of Disease had NATURE been left to do her own work... They are in a WORSE condition." SG 3+4 (Center) 135,138.

WHAT IS THIS ADVENTIST OFFERING - ???

"If they will gratify a gross APPETITE, and by so doing blunt their sensibilities, and becloud their perceptive faculties so that they-cannot-appreciate the exalted CHARACTER of God, or delight in the Study of His Word, they may be assured that God will not accept their unworthy Offering any sooner than that of Cain." 148.
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WHAT ABOUT THE MAXWELL BOOK + IT'S TEACHING THAT HIS
"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" WILL EMPTY THE HOSPITALS
AND INSANE ASYLUMS OF THOSE WHO BREAK DOWN WITH DRUGS?
"Those who bring Disease upon themselves, by SELF-
GRATIFICATION... Our Saviour will NOT reach his arm
LOW ENOUGH to raise such from their degraded state,
while they persist in pursuing a course to sink them-
selves still LOWER... they may be assured that God
will not accept their unworthy OFFERING any sooner
than that of CAIN." SG 3+4 (Center) 148.

IS DRUGGING - SPIRITUALISM - ???
"The IDOL of Ekron... THOUSANDS are worshipping at
Satan's shrine... under the INFLUENCE of Science +
Education... Superstition + Satanic WITCHERY...
they give to DRUGS + DOCTORS all the Honor... SELF-
AGGRANDIZEMENT is their aim. UNDER-THE-COVER-OF-
THE-MEDICAL-PROFESSION what iniquities have been
concealed, what delusions supported!... Heaven-sent
water... set aside for POISONOUS DRUGS...

"Satan determined to destroy him, and under the
agency of the Physician he succeeded... Who among us
are seeking help from the gods of Ekron? Look at
this picture - not drawn from imagination. In how
many, even among Seventh-day Adventists, (even in
1882) may its leading characteristics be seen?... 
through the medium of WITCHCRAFT... The Sorcerer's
power is made the theme of praise... Shun profane
and vain babblings. Instead of putting your trust
in WITCHCRAFT, have faith in the living God. CURSED
is the path that leads to En-dor or to Ekron... the
FORBIDDEN GROUND." 5T 192-7.

WHAT HAVE ADVENTISTS FOUND IN EVERY CHURCH - ???
No Adventist Church has failed to see people HEALED
MIRACULOUSLY with NATURAL REMEDIES. You know of
Cases, I know of Cases. HOXSEY cured HUNDREDS if
not THOUSANDS, with Sr. White's Red-Clover Blossoms,
yet Nichols of the R&H and his Jackal Brigade pulled
him down from the Rear. These Adventist Jackals
Condemned, found Fault, Criticized, Accused, and
did everything they avow should not be done - right
in the pages of the R&H - and which one of you stood
by Helpless, Mute, Tongue-tied - not knowing WHO
were the BRETHREN, or who were the KILLING-JACKALS!
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WHY DID THEY NOT TELL THEIR LEADERS NOT TO CONDEMN, NOT TO ACCUSE, NOT TO FIND FAULT - ???

Because that is only a Ruse for the HYPOCRITE to Hide behind and Ply his Trade. They can give a Straight Testimony FROM the Laodiceans, but they want no Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans - but, like it or not - THAT is what they are going to get, in a Message that will "...NOT-BE-SILENCED!" PK 187.

HOW DID THIS TAKE PLACE IN THE PAST - ???

"Once more summoning them before the Council, the High-Priest angrily reminded them of the Warning they had received, and charged them with endeavoring to bring upon the Jews the BLOOD of Christ. They were not as willing to bear the blame of slaying Jesus as when they swelled the cry with the DEBASED MOB, "His BLOOD be on us and our Children!"

"Peter and his BRETHREN (the "BRETHREN" were those OUT of the Church!) repeated their former assertion, that they must obey God rather than men. And then-the-ACCUSED-became-the-ACCUSERS, and as they were moved by the Spirit of God, (how dare you call this any other "SPIRIT" but the "SPIRIT OF GOD" that ACCUSES: "MURDER-INCORPORATED!" STRANGLING the NATURAL HEALTH SCHOOL with a Laodiccean GARROTE - and did you not JOIN with them in giving that MURDEROUS LOOK as you Cast-them-OUT? Thinking indeed that you removed their Names from the Book of Life? "HOW-ART-THOU-FALLEN!")

("The BLOOD of Souls is upon their Garments... The Church at Battle Creek... She is joined to the Idols which she has chosen... DECEPTION-OF-ALMOST-EVERY-KIND-ARE-IN-THE CHURCH." 5T 190,210.)

(Yes! Laodiccean Drugging Adventist - "MURDER-INCORPORATED" - you sure do "BELIEVE" the OUTSIDE of the Books, but not the INSIDE - do you? Yes! Laodiccean Adventist! You can send these Papers back, marked: "RETURN TO SENDER" - "NOT WANTED!" And in the Books of Heaven it will be Written by your Name: "NOT WANTED!" Amen + Amen!)

"And then the ACCUSED became the ACCUSERS, and as they were moved by the Spirit of God, they solemnly charged the MURDER of Christ upon the Priests and Rulers who composed the Council. These DIGNITARIES were now so ENRAGED that they decided without further trial, to take the Law into their own hands." Life of Paul 2.1883.
DO MEN OF GOD "EXPOSE"-"DENOUNCE"-"CONDEMN"-???

There are Theological Clowns on the loose today - who have no Understanding or Intelligence of their own, who come in the Guise of "REFORMERS" and would, if they could - push everyone else out, as they take over, who will have a modicum with some Silly Women - for a Time -

Who learned well in the Seminary, and Repeat by Rote what they picked up there - these that Hudson featured, such as Pestes + Wright, who declare that Luther's "REFORM" did not come about by "EXPOSING" Error, but by "Teaching the Truth!"

As tho' the one could be done without the other! And opening their Mouths disconnected to any Understanding, but Bowing like Gooney-Hens to the Sophistry of Froom -

Dare yet to put in Print such Garbage as this, from the Garbage-Collector's Union:

"THE MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS" - April, 1969. (And the same for every other Copy for Years + Years + Years - NONE of his Followers bright enough to say him Nay:) (Make one Sick to Quote it - picked up from E.J. WAGGONER:) (Did you ever hear of his "Last Confessional?!")

(From FTW - "Forty Ways to go Whacky" - )

"This little magazine is dedicated(?)... Its purpose is to encourage + to hearten, NOT TO CONDEMN. It-takes-no-great-mind-nor-sharpness-of-perception to-see-when-things-are-not-right."

AND FOR YEARS BEFORE THAT THIS UNKNOWING WISDOM AND EDUCATED IGNORANCE:

"... the mission of this paper is not one of EXPOSURE and DENUNCIATION..." Jan-Feb. 1966. (Two years AFTER 4 Jack-Asses in a Row - PREDICTED - in the Name of "Reform" - the Close of Probation on ADVENTISTS - 1964! Was that not "CONDEMMING" - "DENOUNCING" - "EXPOSING" - and did it take any "SHARPNESS OF MIND" to see through the FREAK, the EFFEMINATE, the IMPOSTOR and CHARLATAN?"

CAN SUCH MEN GIVE THE LAST OR ANY OTHER MESSAGE?

"THE REFORMATION... LUTHER... He was DISGUSTED with
the SINS of those in whom he had TRUSTED for Salvation, and as he saw many others enshrouded in the same DARKNESS (Remember this in the MIDNIGHT HOUR!)

"Raising his voice against the ERRORS + SINS of the Papal Church, he earnestly endeavored to BREAK the CHAIN of DARKNESS... (so this took no great "Perception" and no "Great Mind" - ??? It took a MIND and a PERCEPTION and a HOLY SPIRIT that this Adventist Clown would NEVER HAVE if he lived to be a 1,000 years old!)

"LUTHER... the Grace of God... In the POWER of the HOLY SPIRIT he cried out against the existing SINS of the LEADERS of the Church... the RAGE of the Priests was Kindled... They chose to be left... in DARKNESS...

"I saw that LUTHER was ardent and zealous, fearless and bold, in REPROVING sin and advocating the TRUTH... LUTHER and MELANCHTHON, who could best GLORIFY GOD by LIVING and EXPOSING the SINS of Priests, Popes, and Kings. These TREMBLED before the Voice of LUTHER... many joyfully received the LIGHT and walked in it." EW 223-5.

"Charles Fifth, seated upon his Throne, surrounded by the electors + the princes, gave audience to the PROTESTANT REFORMERS. The confession of their faith was read. In that august assembly the TRUTHS of the Gospel were clearly set forth, and-the-ERRORS of the Papal Church WERE-POINTED-OUT. Well has that day been pronounced "the greatest day of the REFORMATION, and one of the most glorious in the History of CHRISTIANITY and of THE WORLD." 1884 SOP 4:166.

AND LISTEN TO THIS ADVENTIST BRAYING IN THE CALIFORNIA BREEZE:

"... the mission of this paper is not one of EXPOSURE or DENUNCIATION... (Wouldn't the Adventists just LOVE THAT!)... NOT TO CONDEMN. It takes no great Mind nor sharpness of perception to see when things are not right." BY THEOLOGICAL CLOWN - #13! (FTW).

NOW LISTEN TO GOD:

"In Scotland... John Knox. This true-hearted REFORMER feared not the face of man... In England, Latimer... Barnes + Frith, the faithful friends of Tyndale arose to DEFEND the TRUTH. The Ridleys + Cranmer followed. These LEADERS in the ENGLISH REFORMATION were men of LEARNING... (WHAT! 'NO GREAT MINDS?')"
"Their OPPOSITION to the Papacy was the RESULT of (THE RESULT of THEIR GREAT IGNORANCE?)..."

"... was the RESULT of their KNOWLEDGE of the ERRORS of the Holy See. Their acquaintance with the mysteries of BABYLON, gave GREATER POWER to their Testimonies against her... They REJECTED the assumed AUTHORITY of Popes, Councils, Fathers, and Kings to RULE-THE-CONSCIENCE in matters of religious Faith... "we shall this day light a CANDLE (Remember THIS in the 10 Virgin Parable! LIGHT A CANDLE! Hold it under the Seat of the Leaders! Watch them Twist + Squirm!)

"... we shall this day light a CANDLE in England as, I trust, by God's grace shall never be put out."... The Jails were crowded. Families were broken up. Many were banished to foreign lands. Yet God was with His people, and persecution could not prevail to SILENCE their Testimony. Many were driven across the Ocean to America, and here laid the FOUNDATION of civil + religious Liberty." 1884 SOP 4:172-4.
See GC 250. (Mixed up.)

(See where the Adventist Leaders took out the "TOO HARSH" statement about a "BLINDED POPE" - 1884 SOP 4:173. Compare with the Mess found in GC 248-250.)

POOR BLIND LAODICEA:

ANOTHER THEOLOGICAL IDIOT:
"How can we prepare a CHARACTER fit for the Kingdom as long as we are in a CRITICAL frame of Mind?" R&H. Oct.27,1966. Anna F. O'Brien. p.10.

NOW THEY COME BY THE DOZEN!

"... we should announce at the very BEGINNING that we are NOT CRITICIZING Catholics or any other deno-
mination." ( 'Tis a Fool!) R&H. (Same. p.13) Al Cossetta. (JESUIT - no Doubt!)

NONE OF THEM CAN GIVE THE LAST MESSAGE:
"In the closing Work of God in the earth... DARKNESS, like the pall of DEATH... but in the Hour of greatest peril, the God of Elijah... a MESSAGE that will NOT BE SILENCED... the Voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE..."
GOD = "In the closing Work of God in the earth... Boldly will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE."

THEOLOGICAL APE - DEVOID OF UNDERSTANDING =
"It takes no great mind nor sharpness of perception to see when things are not right... the mission of this paper is not one of EXPOSURE + DENUNCIATION." FTW. (Therefore he cannot give the Last Message, which are MEN who "DENOUNCE!") (Who do not HIDE - behind Women's Skirts!)

GOD = "The Track of TRUTH lies close beside the Track of ERROR, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE to MINDS which are NOT worked by the HOLY SPIRIT, and which, therefore, are not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between TRUTH and ERROR."

"ERRONEOUS THEORIES are presented in so PLEASING a way that unless CARE is taken, (they would DECEIVE the very Elect!) MANY will be MISLED." SM 1:202. B2:52. 2T 387. Old GW 206.

"Again and again have I been WARNED in regard to TIME-SETTING. There will never again be a Message for the people of God that will be based on TIME. We are NOT to know the DEFINITE TIME either for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit or for the coming of Christ... From Day to Day the DESTINY of men is being SEALED... "WATCH," but not for a DEFINITE TIME... My Message to you is: NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN without protest to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES." SM 1:188-190,196. Series B 2:15. 1891,1892,1894.

THE ADVENTIST APE =
"It takes no great MIND... (To EXPOSE + DENOUNCE!)"

(If you do not like this "LANGUAGE" then GO to the APE! His Harem has room for some more! Did you ever see the "NAMES" he calls US? "ANTICHRIST!" That did not bother you? I will slap the NAME right back in his Slimy Face!)

GOD = "JUDAS... he became ANGRY when his FAULTS were PROVED... So do all who cherish EVIL under a PROFESSION OF GODLINESS HATE THOSE who disturb their peace by CONDEMNING their course of SIN...
"Wycliffe was a KEEN DETECTOR OF ERROR, and he STRUCK BOLDLY...("BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment...")
"Wycliffe began to write & publish tracts AGAINST the Friars... The Papal thunders were HURLED against him... DEATH came, NOT to the REFORMER, but to the PONTIFF... professedly INFALLIBLE... WYCLIFFE DID NOT RETRACT...
Losing sight of himself, of his position, of the occasion, he summoned his hearers before the Divine Tribunal, and weighed their SOPHISTRIES and DECEPTIONS in the Balances of ETERNAL TRUTH. The Power of the Holy Spirit was felt in the Council-room. A Spell from God was upon the hearers. They seemed to have no power to leave the place. AS ARROWS from the Lord's quiver, the REFORMER'S WORDS pierced their hearts. The charge of HERESY, which they had brought against him, he with convincing power THREW BACK upon themselves. Why, he demanded, did they DARE to spread their ERRORS? For the sake of GAIN, to make MERCHANDISE of the Grace of God. "With whom, think you," he finally said,"are ye contending? with an old man on the brink of the Grave? No! with TRUTH,— TRUTH which is stronger than you, and will overcome you." So saying, he withdrew from the Assembly, and not one of his adversaries attempted to prevent him...
"But as Dangers thickened, BERQUIN'S zeal only waxed the stronger... he determined upon still BOLDER measures...("BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187.)
"He would not only stand in defense of the TRUTH, but he would ATTACK ERROR. The charge of HERESY which the Romanists were seeking to fasten upon him, he would RIVET upon THEM!" GC 44-5,82-90,216-7.
"Through these CHOSEN MEN, rays of Light began to scatter the DARKNESS, and very many JOYFULLY received the LIGHT and walked in it." EW 225.

PREPARATION FOR THE END =
"... in THE battle in THE day of the Lord. I was point-
ed to those who CLAIM to be ADVENTISTS, but who reject-
ed the PRESENT TRUTH, and saw that they were CRUMBLING and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE + SCATTER them now in the GATHERING TIME...
And now when THE TRUTH is presented to them by the Lord's Messengers, they are prepared to LISTEN, and
SEE its BEAUTY + HARMONY, and to LEAVE their former Associates + Errors, embrace the precious TRUTH and STAND where they can define their position."EW 69.

"... all will be UNMASKED... THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS will listen who have never heard words like these. In amazement they hear the Testimony that BABYLON is THE CHURCH, fallen... The POWER attending the Message will only MADDEN those who oppose it." GC 606-7. SOP 4:424.

WHAT SHOULD THE MAD ADVENTIST HEAR?
What is even WORSE than "MURDER-INCORPORATED?" WORSE than the 100 they Treat to cure the one - by a sly employment of CHEMISTRY where one POISON neutralizes the other - where this will benefit the ONE out of 100 - where does that leave the 99 - ???

The Testimonies are very Plain + Clear on that Point. The 99 go Limping through Life - FOREVER Crippled in Mind and Body."... these DRUG-TAKERS are NEVER WELL. They are always taking COLD... because of the POISON all through their System." SG 364 (Center) 137-8.

WOULD IT BE A SIN IN THE EYES OF FROM - IF WE TOLD THEM THAT NATURAL SCIENCE TEACHES THAT THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN CHARCOAL + VITAMIN 'C' TO GET POISON OUT?
Or would it be alright to tell them that:
"Every POISONOUS preparation in the vegetable and mineral Kingdoms, (Does that leave any out?) taken INTO the System, WILL leave its wretched influence, affecting the LIVER and LUNGS, and DERANGING the System generally." SG 3+4 (Center) 140.

WOULD IT BE "ACCUSING THE BRETHREN" TO TELL THEM TO GET "PREVENTION" MAGAZINE OR "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION BULLETIN" TO LEARN MORE TRUTH IN ONE ISSUE THAN YOU COULD FIND IN ALL THE ADVENTIST PUBLICATIONS LUMPED TOGETHER THAT THEY WOULD PRINT IN 10 YEARS?
Just the same as reading ONE Lutheran or Knox Tract - would do you more Good than listening to the"BLINDED" and "BIGOTED" Pope for 100 years! Come OUT from the Serpent's Stare!

MEDICINE is itself becoming ALARMED so that the DIABETIC SOCIETY itself handed an "OSCAR" to ABC-TV for the "ROOKIES" Programme showing the 5th. cause of DEATH and fast becoming a major cause of BLINDNESS - INSULIN - (or Diabetes?)
WHAT IS A FATE WORSE THAN DEATH?

Christ plainly said: "Fear not them which KILL the Body but which CANNOT KILL the Soul." This means if they MURDER you - you can still be ALIVE at the Resurrection. But if they break the connection between you and God, you are a LIVING ZOMBIE! The LIVING DEAD! "DEAD - while ALIVE!" "Thou sayest that thou LIVEST - and art DEAD."

AMAZING FACT! THIS IS A FATE - WORSE THAN DEATH!

HOW CAN ONE BE KILLED - BY 'MURDER INCORPORATED'?

WHILE YET ALIVE - ???

"We have far more to FEAR from WITHIN than from WITHOUT. The hindrances to strength + success are far greater from THE CHURCH itself than from THE WORLD." RH A2:121. March 22, 1887.

"God pronounced upon His people a CURSE... God would have His people clearly understand that they will be visited according to their Obedience or Transgression... have BENUMBED the fine sensibilities, so that SACRED THINGS... ARE NOT DISCERNED... NADAB + ABIHU... God did not excuse them because the Brain was CONFUSED. FIRE from his presence destroyed them in their Sin... "BE YE CLEAN THAT BEAR THE VESSELS OF THE LORD."...

IN THIS RECORDED LIST OF THE CURSE OF SMOKING, DRINKING, AND WORST OF ALL - DRUGGING:

"They CANNOT appreciate the value of SPIRITUAL THINGS. Their sensibilities are BLUNTED, and Sin does not appear very SINFUL, and TRUTH is not regarded of greater value than earthly Treasure(4T 553)...

"DRUGS never cure Disease. They only CHANGE the FORM and LOCATION... the BLOOD becomes IMPURE... the vital Organs are WEAKENED... They are in a WORSE CONDITION... than the RUM-DRINKER... It BENUMBS the sensibilities, STUPIFIES the brain, and UNFITS the MIND for the Service of God... MERCURY, CALOMEL, and QUININE... These POISONOUS preparations (Now hidden under new Names + Mixtures.) have destroyed their MILLIONS...

dreadful ULCERS, and PAINS in the BONES (ARTHritis) loss of TEETH... MEMORY... SIGHT... They are VICTIMS of POISONOUS PREPARATIONS... PHYSICIANS, have proved their RUIN... KILL HUNDREDS where they benefit ONE... FASHIONABLE poisons... FASHIONABLE deaths." SG 34: 123-142.
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"MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands - kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409-10. 1897. RH A5:263.

"SATAN has laid every measure POSSIBLE that NOTHING shall come among us as a people to REPROVE + REBUKE us, and exhort us to put away our ERRORS...

BUT THERE IS A PEOPLE

"But there is a people who WILL bear the Ark of God...

THEY WILL SHOW

"They will SHOW the people their Transgressions, and the House of Jacob their sins...

UNTIL MAXWELL'S "CHRIST" COMES ......

"The CONFLICT is to grow FIERCER + FIERCER. SATAN will take the field and PERSONATE CHRIST." TM 411.

FLYING SAUCERS

"Fearful sights of a SUPERNATURAL CHARACTER will soon be revealed in the Heavens, in token of the POWER of Miracle-working DEMONS. The SPIRITS OF DEVILS... They will perform wonderful Miracles of Healing." GC 624.

SDA - TO THE TEST!

"These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO THE TEST!" SM 2:53. 1904.

"THE FRIEND OF GOD"

"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNNS." 4T 615.

4T 173, 185, 396, 180, 200.

3T 254. 5T 592.
"IT IS WRITTEN" = A-B-C =

The "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" is TO the Laodiceans - (A)

The "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" is not FROM the Laodiceans - (B)

"UPON WHICH THE DESTINY OF THE CHURCH HANGS!!" - (C)

THIS TESTIMONY - which the Church neither WANTS nor is prepared for - is given by a "COMPANY" - IT 180-2.

While giving it - this "COMPANY" - "LESSENS" as some go "OUT" of the Company - BACK to the LAODICEANS!

(See MISSING FOOTNOTES - EW 270-1. found in IT 180-2.)

WHO IS THAT COMPANY?

HEALTH REFORMERS - "... unless we AROUSE, they will go IN ADVANCE of us." TM 417. [Who is "THEY" and who is "US" - ???] See changes from RH A4:372. From POSITIVE TENSE to uncertain Tense.

"... and they will be tried SINGLY, not in GROUPS. Every ONE must stand the TEST for HIMSELF." RH A5:469.


"He will take his Holy Spirit FROM the CHURCH, and give it to OTHERS..." RH A3:273,248. July 16,1895.

"... who will APPRECIATE it." (Same.) LEFT OUT of any Book - I wonder WHY?

"He will use OTHERS." (Same - p.275. July 23,1895.)

"These will come from the grossest ERROR, and will TAKE THE PLACE OF THOSE who... "Art WEIGHED in the Balances, and art found WANTING." RH A3:473. 1897.

"... otherwise thou ALSO shalt be CUT OFF." RH A4: 202. July 17,1900.

"Christ has a CHURCH in every Age. OBEDIENCE to the Commandments of God gives us a RIGHT to the privileges of THIS CHURCH." (Same.)

"Christ refers to the LIFELESS, PURPOSELESS messages given in OUR Churches, when he says... "I will SPEW thee OUT of My Mouth." RH A4:497. March 3,1903.

"... OTHERS will do that very Work." RH A2:144.

June 7,1887. -28-
opposition which Christ received came from his own Nation, who would have been greatly blessed had they accepted him. In LIKE manner the REMNANT Church receive opposition from those who profess to be their "Brethren"... our ENEMIES try to place upon us the BLACK ROBES of UNRIGHTEOUSNESS... BLACK AS INK, re-member those who were treated the SAME before you...

"To the FAITHFUL, who have been clothed by their ENEMIES in the BLACK Robes of FALSEHOOD, he will give the SPOT-LESS Garments of TRUTH + PURITY... "Blessed are they which are PERSECUTED for righteousness sake; for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven." RH Al:362,372,375.

"Set your face like a flint against all falsehood, all pretense... where are the men + women who are QUALIFY-ING themselves to MEET + EXPOSE his arts + deceptions?" RH Al:442,472. 1884.

THE BIBLE = THE BIBLE SPEAKS =
"Because I have called, and ye Refused; I have stretched out my hand, and no man regarded... They would none of my Counsel; they despised all my REPROOF." Prov.1:24-30.

THE TESTIMONIES =
"The spirit of murmuring against REPROOF has been taking root and is bearing its fruit in INSUBORDINATION." 4T 199.

"Those who receive the Pure mark of TRUTH... by the Pow-er of the Holy Ghost... are those "that sigh + that cry for ALL the Abominations that are done" in THE CHURCH. Their LOVE for PURITY + the HONOR + GLORY of God is such... that they are represented as... SIGHING + CRY-ING... But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...(shall) begin at My Sanctuary."... The plain, straight Testimony must live in THE CHURCH, or the CURSE of God will rest upon His people... God holds His people, AS-A-BODY, responsible... The LEADERS OF THE CHURCH... become RESPONSIBLE." 3T 267-9. RH A2:49.

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY,
Drawer 1270,
GRAND FORKS, BC CANADA.
VOH 1HO.
A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!" Production.
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